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on the worthy shoulders of Inglis. It was early July when
their fiery trial began, and in addition to all the other evils that
afflicted them they had to suffer that of hope deferred; for less
than 50 miles from them a tiny force of less than 2000 men
under Havelock was fighting victoriously, but for many a long
day in vain, to succour them.
Havelock, setting out from Allahabad at the beginning of
July, had executed a victorious advance to Cawnpore, which
he had reached and reoccupied in less than a fortnight, after
scattering the Nana's troops in rout before him, only to find
that the latter had consummated his crime the day before,
leaving nothing but a heap of blood-stained corpses of women
and children to be mourned over and buried. The British
commander was steadfast to push on to Lucknow, but so
wasted was his force by daily casualties and the ravages of
disease that, though he made two separate attempts to break
through, and in three weeks fought five successful actions, the
hostile forces were impenetrable, and he had enough to do to
maintain his ground. At last, however, in mid-September,
reinforcements, bringing his strength up to its original exiguous
figure, reached him and enabled him to renew his attempt at
succour ; Outram, who had brought them, and was destined to
supersede Havelock, generously sefrained from doing so until
he should have completed his glorious task. Driving the rebels
before them into Lucknow, the British made their way along
the outskirts of the city as far as the north-eastern corner, and
then breaking by sheer hard fighting and at heavy cost into and
through the maze of defensible buildings separating them from
the Residency, joined hands on the evening of September 25
with the little band they had come to save. But so weak in
numbers were they that they were a reinforcing rather than a
relieving force, and seeing the hopelessness of any attempt even
to withdraw the garrison, Outram, who was now in command,
decided that he could for the present do no more than remain
where he was.
Meanwhile, the fall of Delhi having released some British
troops for other operations, a column had been sent to the relief
of Agra, which was menaced by the revolted contingent of
sepoys in the service of Sindia of Gwalior. The operation was
unskilfully conducted, but was carried through to a successful
conclusion, thanks to the fine fighting qualities of the troops,
who redeemed the errojs of their commanders.
Such, then, was the situation when the new Commander-
in-Chief, Sir Colin Campbell, an able, methodical and cautious
soldier, whose wide experience of war included service in three
continents, arrived at Cawnpore to assume charge of the

